Deliver a next generation banking experience
Exceed customer expectations and comply with evolving security regulations with Wipro Cloud Services for Banking and Microsoft Dynamics 365

Digital disruption is reshaping traditional banking methods

Rapid digital adoption
Financial institutions have become so competitive that it is no wonder that they are racing to keep up with the pace.

Outdated legacy systems
Legacy systems that form core banking platforms of traditional banks are ill-equipped to deliver the kinds of customer experiences that are expected.

Increased cyber risk
Digital collaboration presents more opportunities for cyber criminals to target a bank’s sensitive information and data assets.

Create a modern foundation for secure and collaborative banking

Deliver examine experiences
Wipro’s comprehensive consulting services help to meet the expectations of the modern customer.

Simplify legacy systems
Modernize your core banking applications to realize the full potential of your core banking systems and your customer relationships.

Ensure secure collaboration
Wipro helps to bridge the gap between Dynamics 365 Finance and the financial institution to ensure secure collaboration.

Navigate the future of digital banking with Wipro and Microsoft

Wipro Ranked #4 Service Provider in HFS Top 10 for Banking and Financial Services 2021.
Wipro is positioned as a Leader in Everest Group’s PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2022 for Banking Operations Service Providers.
Wipro helped generate $1.13B in revenue operating across the Americas, Europe, ASEAN, and Australia.

Visit our website
Find us on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace
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